Abstract-This paper presents a voice conversion (VC) method that utilizes the recently proposed probabilistic models called recurrent temporal restricted Boltzmann machines (RTRBMs). One RTRBM is used for each speaker, with the goal of capturing highorder temporal dependencies in an acoustic sequence. Our algorithm starts from the separate training of one RTRBM for a source speaker and another for a target speaker using speaker-dependent training data. Because each RTRBM attempts to discover abstractions to maximally express the training data at each time step, as well as the temporal dependencies in the training data, we expect that the models represent the linguistic-related latent features in high-order spaces. In our approach, we convert (match) features of emphasis for the source speaker to those of the target speaker using a neural network (NN), so that the entire network (consisting of the two RTRBMs and the NN) acts as a deep recurrent NN and can be fine-tuned. Using VC experiments, we confirm the high performance of our method, especially in terms of objective criteria, relative to conventional VC methods such as approaches based on Gaussian mixture models and on NNs.
I. INTRODUCTION
V OICE conversion (VC) techniques, by which specific information in the speech of a source speaker is transformed into that of a target speaker while retaining linguistic information, have recently attracted much attention in speech-signal processing. VC techniques have been applied to various tasks, such as speech enhancement [1] , emotion conversion [2] , speaking assistance [3] , and other applications [4] , [5] . In this report, as in most VC work, we focus not on fundamental frequency (f0) conversion, but on the conversion of spectral features.
Various statistical approaches to VC have been studied, including those discussed in [6] , [7] . Among these approaches, mapping methods based on the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [8] are widely used, and a number of improvements have been proposed. Some of the approaches do not require parallel data, because they use a GMM-adaptation technique [9] , eigen-voice GMM [10] , [11] or probabilistic integration model [12] .
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T. Takiguchi However, GMM-based approaches rely on "shallow" voice conversion-methods are based on piecewise-linear transformations. Because the shape of the vocal tract is generally non-linear, non-linear voice conversion is more compatible with human speech. To capture the characteristics of speech more precisely, a deeper non-linear architecture with more hidden layers is required. One example of deeper VC methods was proposed by Desai et al. [13] based on neural networks (NN). In GMM-based approaches, the conversion is achieved so as to maximize the conditional probability calculated from a joint probability of source and target speech, where the joint model is trained beforehand. In contrast, NN-based approaches directly train the conditional probability, which converts the feature vector of a source speaker to that of a target speaker. These approaches have been shown to perform better than generative approaches, such as GMM-based approaches, in speech recognition and synthesis, as well as in VC [14] , [15] . For these reasons, NN-based approaches achieve relatively high performance if the training samples are carefully prepared [13] .
These approaches often suffer from over-smoothing or over-fitting problems. GMM-based approaches represent acoustic features using multiple Gaussian distributions, which are estimated by averaging observations with similar context descriptions in the training. Therefore, the outputs of a GMM distribute near the modes (means) of the Gaussians, which leads to problems with over-smoothing. Furthermore, over-fitting problems arise when we give more Gaussian mixtures due to precise estimation of the observed distribution. In NN-based approaches, the model is often over-fitted due to its complexity. The model exaggerates small fluctuations in the unknown data if the amount of training data is not sufficient for the number of parameters.
Some methods have been proposed for alleviating the oversmoothing of GMMs, such as the global variance model [16] , a minimizing-divergence model [17] , and post-filtering [18] . Other approaches that reduce over-smoothing have also been proposed, such as canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [19] and an exemplar-based VC system using NMF (non-negative matrix factorization) [20] , [21] . In our earlier work [22] , we proposed a new VC technique that copes with over-fitting problems in NN-based approaches using a combination of speaker-dependent restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) [23] (or deep belief nets; DBN [24] ), which capture high-order features in an unsupervised manner, and concatenating NNs. These graphical models are better than GMMs at representing the distribution of high-dimensional observations with cross-dimensional correlations in speech synthesis [25] and in speech recognition [26] for the DBN in 2006 [24] , the use of deep learning has rapidly spread in the field of signal processing, as well as in speech signal processing. RBMs (or DBNs) have been used, for example, for recognition of handwritten characters [24] , recognition of 3-D objects [27] , and machine transliteration [28] . In this paper, we extend our earlier work in [22] to systematically capture time information as well as latent (deep) relationships between source-speaker and target-speaker features in a single network. We do this by combining speaker-dependent recurrent temporal restricted Boltzmann machines (RTRBMs [29] ) and a concatenating NN. An RTRBM, which is an extension of an RBM, is a non-linear probabilistic model used to capture temporal dependencies in time-series data. Despite its simplicity, this model does a good job of describing meaningful sequences such as video [29] and music [30] . In our approach, we first train two RTRBMs: one exclusively for the source and one exclusively for the target speakers. We train them independently using segmented training data prepared for each speaker. Then we train an NN using the projected features. RBM families, including RTRBM, try to capture latent features that appear sparsely in relation to each other due to their restriction. Therefore, when we train an RBM or an RTRBM using training data that includes various phonemes, the system tries to suppress speaker-specific information and capture linguistical or phonological-related information, since the phonemes appear exclusively at each frame. Furthermore, the RTRBM discovers temporal correlations in the phonological space, unlike the traditional RBMs. This suggests that it helps to capture relationships between phonemes. Each speaker-dependent RTRBM can encode acoustic features to such phonological features that suppress the speaker's specificity in a forward inference stage, and also decode the phonological features back to the acoustic features in a backward inference stage. The concatenating NN possibly acts to match indexes of the source speaker's latent features to those of the target speaker's. Consequently, our VC method, which includes the encoding of the acoustic features using the source speaker's RTRBM, matching of the feature indexes using the NN, and decoding to the acoustic features using the target speaker's RTRBM, is based on deep non-linear transformation. Furthermore, the whole network can also be fine-tuned, regarding it as a single recurrent NN.
Similar research can be found in [31] and [32] . Wu et al. employed a conditional restricted Boltzmann machine (CRBM), another model for representing time-series data that was proposed by Taylor et al. [33] for capturing linear and non-linear relationships between source and target features [31] . Chen et al. also used an RBM to model the joint spectral distribution instead of using a conventional joint-density GMM [32] . Unlike these approaches, our method has the ability to model temporal characteristics in acoustic feature sequence and to model deeper model structure, making it possible to model higher non-linear conversion relationships.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly review the fundamental techniques, (RBMs and RTRBMs) before explaining our method. The proposed VC system is presented in Section III. We describe the various experiments and VC results in Section IV, and we conclude the article in Section V. II. PROBABILISTIC MODELS Our voice conversion system uses RTRBMs to capture highorder conversion-friendly features. In this section we briefly review RBMs as a fundamental model, and the RTRBMs.
A. RBM
RBMs [34] were originally introduced as undirected graphical models for defining the distribution of binary visible variables with binary hidden (latent) variables, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Later, this model was extended to deal with data with real values in the Gaussian-Bernoulli RBM (GBRBM) [24] , and became a popular tool for representing complicated distributions of actual data, such as audio and images. In the literature of an improved GBRBM [35] , the joint probability of real-valued visible units and binary-valued hidden units is defined with an energy function as follows:
where denotes L2 norm. , , , and are parameters for the weight matrix between visible units and hidden units, the standard deviations associated with Gaussian visible units, a bias vector of the visible units, and a bias vector of hidden units, respectively. The fraction bar in Eq. (2) denotes the element-wise division.
Because neither visible nor hidden units are connected to each other, the conditional probabilities and form simple equations as follows: (4) (5) where and denote the th column vector and the th row vector, respectively. and indicate an element-wise sigmoid function and Gaussian probability density function with the mean and variance .
For parameter estimation, the log-likelihood of a collection of visible units is used as an evaluation function. Differentiating partially with respect to each parameter, we obtain (6) (7) (8) where and indicate the expectations of the input data and the inner model, respectively. However, it is generally difficult to compute the second term. Therefore, the expectation of the reconstructed data computed by Eqs. (4) and (5) is used instead [24] . Based on Eqs. (6), (7), and (8), each parameter can be updated using stochastic gradient descent.
B. RTRBM
An RTRBM is an extended RBM proposed by Sutskever et al. [29] , and is suitable for capturing and modeling temporal dependencies in sequence data. Like an RBM, an RTRBM uses an undirected model. An RTRBM also employs directed models from previous hidden units , to current hidden units , and current visible units , at the current frame as shown in Fig. 1(b) . In this model, there are three types of parameters to be estimated:
(a directed weight matrix from to (a directed weight matrix from to ), and (an undirected weight matrix between and ). Like with an RBM, the weights are estimated using contrastive divergence by maximizing the log-likelihood denoted by , where
In our RTRBM model, the energy function becomes
The previous hidden units in Eqs. (11) and (12) are replaced with the mean-field values as follows: (13) since this approach improves the efficiency of training [29] . In this paper, for the initial values , we use a zero vector. We obtain the following partial differential equations for the log-likelihood:
The other parameters related to the undirected model ( , and ) are also calculated from Eqs. (6), (7) and (8) by proper substitution of variables. The second terms in Eqs. (14) and (15) are computed as the reconstructed values in a way similar to that in an RBM.
After the parameters are estimated, forward inference (the conditional probability of given and ) and backward inference (the conditional probability of given and ) can be written as follows, respectively:
III. VOICE CONVERSION USING SD-RTRBMS
In our method, we first try to encode the source speaker's acoustic features to the linguistic information, and decode it into the target speaker's acoustic features. For capturing such linguistic information from the specific speaker's speech, we adopt speaker-dependent recurrent temporal restricted Boltzmann machines (SD-RTRBMs). Fig. 2 shows an overview of our proposed voice conversion system. Fig. 2(a) shows how we independently train RTRBMs for each speaker beforehand. Variables and ( and ) are acoustic feature vectors (i.e., visible units in RTRBM), such as mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC), at frame (at frame ) for a source speaker and a target speaker, respectively.
For the source speaker, for example, the parameter matrices , , and are estimated so as to maximize the probability of a -time sequence . Because each unit in the hidden vector is independent from the others, the units capture the common characteristics in the visible units. The training data usually include various phonemes; thus, we expect that the extracted features in emphasize linguistic information commonly seen in acoustic vectors. Furthermore, because we estimate the time-related matrices and jointly with the static term as shown in Eq. (10) using the training data, the matrices capture time-related information. This means that the obtained features in the hidden units also help to capture time-related features. An input vector at frame is projected into such the latent space that captures linguistic information. In this paper, the latent features are obtained using mean-field approximation as in Eq. (16) . The above discussion applies to the target speaker, and the hidden vector for the target is obtained in the same manner. In our approach, we convert (match) such linguistic-information-emphasized features (from to ) using an NN with layers ( denotes the number of hidden layers; typically, is 0 or 1), as shown in Fig. 2(b) .
To train the NN, we use the parallel training set where denotes the composition of functions. For example, for an NN with one hidden layer. To convert the output of the NN to the acoustic features of the target speaker, we simply use backward inference of an RTRBM using Eq. (17).
Summarizing the above discussion, a voice conversion function of our method from a source acoustic vector to a target vector at frame is written as:
where and denote elements of a set of dynamic parameters :
where and denote a forward-inference bias vector in a source speaker's RTRBM and a backward-inference bias vector in the target speaker's RTRBM obtained from Eqs. (12) and 1 For sake of simplicity, we used the same parallel data for both training of the RTRBMs and the NN in our experiments ( ) (11) , respectively. and are zero vectors. The conversion function shown in Eq. (21) implies an -layer recurrent NN with sigmoid activated functions as shown in Fig. 2(c) . Therefore, we can fine-tune each parameter of the network of two RTRBMs and the NN by back-propagation through time (BPTT [36] ) using acoustic parallel data. Specifically, each parameter is re-updated so as to minimize the total error in a gradient-descent-based approach, which is defined as: (24) where denotes the output of RNN at frame . The gradient with respect to , which is a parameter in the highest recursive hidden layer, for instance, can be written as follows:
where refers to the immediate partial derivative of the hidden units with respect to (i.e., is regarded as a constant with respect to ).
In contrast, a conventional GMM-based approach on MMSE (minimum mean square error) criterion [37] with Gaussian mixtures converts the source features as (29) (30) where , and denote the weight, the corresponding mean vectors, and the corresponding covariance matrices to the speaker of mixture , respectively. Thus, the GMM-based approach uses an additive model of piecewise linear functions. Our approach using Eq. (21) is based on the composite function of multiple different non-linear functions representing time-series data. Therefore, it is expected that our composite model can represent more complex relationships than the conventional GMM-based method and other static network approaches [13] , [22] do.
IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Conditions
In our VC experiments, we compared our method (SD-RTRBM) with three conventional methods: a well-known GMM-based approach (GMM), an NN-based approach (NN) and our previous work [22] , which utilized speaker-dependent RBMs for pre-training of the NN (SD-RBM). In [22] , deep architectures using DBNs were reported, but we used a single-layer DBN (i.e., an RBM) for each speaker for comparison with our method. All of the network-based methods (SD-RTRBM, NN, SD-RBM) contained four layers with various numbers of hidden units as discussed in the following section. We trained the network-based methods with a learning rate of 0.01 and momentum of 0.9, with the number of epochs being 400, using acoustic features from the ATR Japanese speech database [38] . The parameters of our method and SD-RBM were fine-tuned after the training of the RTRBMs and RBMs, respectively. In order to evaluate our method under various circumstances, we tested male-to-female (the source and the target speakers are identified with "MMY" and "FTK" in the database, respectively), female-to-female ("FKN" and "FTK"), and male-to-male ("MMY" and "MHT") patterns. 24-dimensional MFCC features were used as an input vector, calculated from STRAIGHT spectra [39] using filter-theory [40] to decode the MFCC back to STRAIGHT spectra in the synthesis stage. Unlike our previous work [22] , we processed the obtained MFCC with ZCA (zero component analysis) whitening [41] for all methods (including SD-RBM and GMM), by which we confirmed that it worked better than without whitening, especially for NN. Parallel data from source and target speakers processed by dynamic programming was obtained from 216 word utterances in the dataset. This data was used for training. Note that the parallel data was prepared for the NN and GMM methods, and two speaker-wise RTRBMs were trained independently. For the objective test, 15 sentences that were not included in the training data were arbitrarily selected from the database. For objective evaluation, we used MCD (mel-cepstral distortion) to measure how close the converted vector was to the target vector in the mel-cepstral space. MCD is defined as (31) where and denote the -th original target MFCC and the converted MFCC, respectively. The smaller the MCD value, the closer the converted spectra are to the target spectra. We calculated the MCD for each frame in the training data, and averaged them for the final evaluation.
For subjective evaluation, MOS (mean opinion score) listening tests were conducted using the same 15 sentences that were used for objective evaluation. In the subjective evaluation, a male-to-female pair was evaluated. When recovering waveforms from the converted MFCC, we used the correct F0 of the target speaker and the 0th coefficient of the source speaker, just because we want to see the effect of the spectral conversion. For the tests, seven participants listened to the original target speech (generated from analysis-by-synthesis) and converted speech for each method, and then selected how close the converted speech sounded to the original speech on a 5-point scale (5: excellent; 4: good; 3: fair; 2: poor; and 1: bad).
B. Changing the Network Structures
Determining the number of hidden units in the network-based approaches is important for a fair comparison. For reference, we also compared our method with a recurrent neural network (RNN), whose parameters were randomly initialized with the same architecture as our method. All models were trained using frames from the male-to-female training data, and evaluated using a development set of five sentences (identified with SDA16-20 in the database) that were not included in either the training set or the test set.
In the first experiments, we used 24, 48, and 72 hidden units for the network-based approaches and checked the performance of each method. Each network-based method has a four-layer architecture; for example, the 48-unit NN has 24, 48, 48, and 24 units from the input layer to the output layer. Fig. 3 depicts the average MCD obtained from each method, showing that the wider architecture (such as "72") does not always provide better results than narrower architectures except when our method is used. RNN performed poorly, because it is based on random-initialization, while our method performed well due to our hierarchical learning algorithm.
For the remaining experiments in this paper, the best number of hidden units for each method were used; i.e., for "SD-RBM" and "NN,"
for "RNN," and for "SD-RTRBM."
C. GMM-Based Methods
For GMM-based voice conversion, we tried and evaluated five mixtures (8, 16, 32, 64, 128 mixtures) to determine an appropriate number of mixtures. We further compared three types of GMM-based VC methods: GMM on MMSE (minimum mean square error) without delta features, GMM on ML (maximum likelihood) criterion without delta features, and GMM on ML criterion with delta features. Fig. 4 shows the average MCDs over the development set when using the GMM with various mixtures. As shown in the figure, GMM on MMSE criterion without delta, GMM on ML without delta, GMM on ML with delta performed the best when 64, 16, and 16 mixtures were used, respectively. Specifically, GMM on ML criterion with delta performed best among the three GMM methods. When we compared the best GMM-based method ("ML w/ with 16 mixtures) with our proposed method, the proposed method performed better (MCD of 4.98 by "SD-RTRBM" to MCD of 5.00 by "ML w/ ").
D. Changing the Number of Training Data
Figs. 5, 6, and 7 summarize the experimental results for the test set, comparing objective criteria for male-to-female, male-to-male, and female-to-female voice conversion, respectively, for , 10,000, 20,000, and 40,000 training frames. These figures also include the RNN results for reference. Table I shows the experimental results with respect to subjective criteria. Structure-tuned models are used for each network-based method in the subjective evaluation: 72 hidden units for SD-RTRBM, and 24 hidden units for SD-RBM and NN (see Section IV-B: Network-based methods). Since, in our preliminary objective evaluation, GMM with delta features on ML criterion outperformed GMM without delta features on MMSE, we compared our method to GMM with delta on ML (IV-C: GMM-based methods).
As shown in these figures and the table, our approach (SD-RTRBM) outperformed the other methods in every case (regardless of the gender). The reason for the improvement is attributable to the fact that our time-dependent high-order conversion system using RTRBMs is able to capture and convert the abstractions of unique speaker characteristics better than the other methods. In particular, as shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7, our approach achieved high performance in MCD criteria. This is because the RTRBMs modeled and captured sequence data more appropriately than the other methods and reduced estimation errors.
One interesting point is that most of the MCDs shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7 decreased as the amount of training data increased, but the MCD of NN at in the male-to-female experiment and the MCD of RNN at in the female-to-female experiment increased with increases in training data. This is caused by a fall into local minima starting from the randomly-initialized weights. Our method provided more stable performance than the randomly-initialized methods.
E. SD-RTRBM vs. SD-CRBM
We further investigated how the proposed method works compared with our previous approach, called speaker-dependent conditional restricted Boltzmann machines (SD-CRBM) [42] . The SD-CRBM model tries to capture time-related information in time-series data, which is actually very similar to the proposed method. The difference is that the proposed method models temporal characteristics in hidden features, while SD-CRBM models in acoustic features directly.
The average MCD of the proposed method ("SD-RTRBM") and SD-CRBM over five sentences in the development set with varying numbers of hidden units are shown in Fig. 8 . SD-CRBM feeds two 24-dimensional MFCC vectors of the source speaker and an estimated previous MFCC vector of the target speaker. For reference, we also compared each method with a randomly-initialized RNN that has the same architecture as it does, where two randomly-initialized RNNs that have the same architecture as SD-RTRBM and SD-CRBM are named "RNN(SD-RTRBM)" and "RNN(SD-CRBM)", respectively. As shown in Fig. 8 , the proposed method and SD-CRBM produced similar results. Although SD-CRBM outperformed SD-RTRBM when 72 hidden units were used, our method has an advantage in that it feeds no more than one frame feature (while SD-CRBM requires a few frame-features; i.e., segment features). We can say that the proposed method performed as well as SD-CRBM, even though it feeds fewer input features.
F. Comparing with Segment Features
It might be interesting to compare our method, which actually feeds one-frame features, but propagates previously-estimated values in the hidden layers, with the conventional methods (speaker-dependent RBMs and NNs) that feed two adjacent acoustic features (segment features). Fig. 9 compares the average MCD obtained from the proposed method, speaker-dependent RBMs and random-initialized NN with segment features ("RBM(2F)" and "NN(2F)", respectively). The hyper-parameters of each model, such as the number of hidden units, are tuned. As shown in Fig. 9 , we noticed that the proposed method outperformed the other methods with segment features, although our method feeds one-frame features. This indicates that the model that structurally considers time-related dependencies in the network produces better results than the model that simply feeds multiple features to capture time-related information.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a voice conversion method that combines speaker-dependent RTRBMs and a NN to extract time-dependent unique speaker information from sequence data. Using experiments, we confirmed that our approach is more effective, regardless of gender and especially in terms of MCD, than a well-known approach using a Gaussian mixture model (GMM), an approach based on a neural network (NN), and our own previous work on speaker-dependent restricted Boltzmann machines (SD-RBMs). The proposed method can be seen as a special way of generative initialization (training) of a recurrent neural network (RNN). Experimental results that compared our method and a random-initialized RNN indicated that the initial values of the parameter are fairly important for the improvement of accuracy and for stable training. In the future, we will further investigate these relationships and improve our method.
